Violence

My honest opinion about youth violence is that it should stop because it's not good. There are a lot of people crying and gangstalking some people. Are using drugs which cause some people to do drug abuse which sometimes cause you to do stupid things that you won't remember the next day. Which also leads to gangbanging and killing or any other violent things. That will get you into trouble and you will have a lot of consequences. Violence is not always going to be the answer when things happen. I honestly think that when there are parents around, them they tend violent.

Violence affected my life a lot. Finding out that my great-grandmother died holding my hand. Also finding out that my cousin got shot in the head by what they all say a accident. It really hurt me to know that half of my family is dead because of either gangbanging, drugs, or owing money. It hurts just knowing that seeing a family member going to jail or getting killed all over the news. When I sit and think about all the family members that are dead and in jail that I am just trying to see if they can come back.

The cause of youth violence is probably because they are influenced by bad people. Or they get abandoned and they feel as though the people in their family don't care about them. More than there family does which can sometimes torn them or they are influenced by the wrong people like rappers. Also some are in gangs and do drugs so since some kids want to be like them, so they join gangs and start doing drugs and killing people can also rub off on the young boys and girls that want to be just like wiz Khalifa or any other rapper that wants to do cool things.

Things I can do to stop violence is stop going hanging, fighting, and killing. Which cause people to commit suicide all this violence in the world is causing us to grow apart. Sometime
people do things to get attention and then it has very big consequences. Also can be something we can improve in the world. Sometimes they take things as a joke but others take it serious which cause's violence in the world.

All of these things show how violence affect my life which will cause some kids to make bad decisions also what cause youth violence which can be solved very easy if some people put there minds to it. What we can do about youth violence is by stopping gang bashing and drug abuse. Some things we can do to change all this is like have community meetings that can solve things that you can't solve on your own and sometimes have to involve police depending on if you have done something bad.